Experiment Three such overlapping layers gave muddy color and lacked large scale "punch," which was more apparent after I observed samples in several of the installation windows on-site.(11) Correct Overlay Only by using three well aligned, identical layers of printed transparency film was I able to achieve color brilliance at the scale required for the Saarinen's lobby space. From the Middle Ages into the early Renaissance and during the centuries of court painting in Persia and India, pigments worldwide were mainly mineral or organic.
Minerals included lapis lazuli, the most costly ingredient in the painter craftsman's studio. Organic material included cochineal for red, plant materials, soot, and poisonous copper sulfides.All artists of integrity in these periods in these cultures used the best ingredients of their times to please their patrons just as the best Roman restaurants today use the freshest and best ingredients.
In my art, the purity of the color tone depends on how the computer interprets • hyperrealism is the product of high resolution imagery made on the computer with ultra saturated colors and fine detail.
• the hyperreal is beyond real in the sense that the image is made in a fashion so that the photographic nature of the image is pushed to constructed and manipulated ends.
• high-resolution is an ultra detailed image that has more visual clarity than the human eye perceives.
• Photoshop is a computer software that is used in digital photography for image processing • stroboscopic motion is the process for capturing a moving object with pulsing flashes of a strobe light.
